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Abstract
A kind of Subjective Imaging Effect Assessment (SIEA) method and its applications on
intelligent imaging terminal design in engineering site are presented. First, some visual
assessment indices are used to characterize the imaging effect: the image brightness, the image
brightness uniformity, the color image contrast, the image edge blur, the image color
difference, the image saturation, the image noise, and the integrated imaging effect index. A
linear weighted function is employed to carry out the SIEA computation and the Analytic
Hierarchy Process (AHP) technique is used to estimate its weights. Second, a SIEA software is
developed. It can play images after the settings of assessment index or assessment reaction
time, etc. Third, two cases are used to illustrate the application effects of proposed method: the
image enhancement system design for surveillance camera and the imaging environment
perception system design for intelligent lighting terminal. A Prior Sequential Stimulus (PSS)
experiment is proposed to improve the evaluation stability of SIEA method. Many experiment
results have shown the proposed method can realize a stable system design or parameters
setting for the intelligent imaging terminal in engineering site.
Keywords: Subjective imaging effect assessment, intelligent imaging terminal, image
enhancement, intelligent lighting, engineering site
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1. Introduction

With the rapid development of information technology, the intelligent imaging terminals [1]
have been utilized almost everywhere in our daily life. The intelligent imaging terminal is a
kind of display system, which can adaptively tune its output effect according to the
environment change or the habit of system user. Because of different application environments,
the output effects of intelligent imaging terminals have lots of varieties. Since human is the
final audience of that terminal it is necessary to ask him or her to give some subjective
assessments about the final imaging effect; that is the research target of the Subjective Imaging
Effect Assessment (SIEA) for the intelligent imaging terminal design. The SIEA can provide a
benchmark for the output effect assessment [2] of specific system; and it is also relevant to
user’s working state, the application purposes, or other environmental factors [3] etc.; thus one
of its research targets is how to design the robust assessment index to characterize the
attributions of imaging effect; and another target is how to organize the assessment experiment
with a proper cost.
In a broad sense, the study of SIEA for intelligent imaging terminal design is one of typical
research problems of the subjective image quality assessment [4]. Many efforts have been
done in this research field. For example, the International Telecommunication Union (ITU)
has formulated lots of international standards to implement the subjective image quality
assessment for some purposes [5-7]. And according to different application fields, the SIEA
can be used in the medical imaging terminal research [8], the mobile device design [9], the
computer science study [10], and the communication equipment development [11], etc. In
terms of different research targets, it also can be used for the medical image [12], the facsimile
image [13], the compressed image [14], the segmented image [15], the stereoscopic image
[16], the omnidirectional image [17], and the remote image [18], etc. In recent years, some
new techniques, such as the eye movement analysis [19] and the artificial neural network [20],
begin to be used in the SIEA research field. However, the high application cost and the
complex assessment procedure limit the application of these methods.
Comparing to other human-involved studies, the research and the application of SIEA for
intelligent imaging terminal design in engineering site have its own characters. First, the
design of SIEA is related to the equipment. For example, the SIEA for the medical device [21]
should be different from its application for the communication equipment [22]. Second, the
design of SIEA should consider the typical imaging terminal application. The intelligent
imaging terminal will always be used as a surveillance system or an environment perception
device, which indicates the design of SIEA should consider some characterized assessment
indices [23] for these applications. Third, the design of SIEA should also consider the
application feasibility in the engineering site. When implementing the SIEA task in an
engineering site, in order to decrease cost, the engineering developer always wants the number
of subject to be small, the assessment speed of the human-involved experiment to be fast, and
the stability of assessment result [24] to be large. All these targets raise some new requests for
the SIEA design.
In this paper, a human visual perception-based SIEA method and its applications are
proposed. First, in contrast to other methods [25], many human visual perception-related
indices are utilized to evaluate the subjective imaging effect. They include the image
brightness, the image brightness uniformity, the color image contrast, the image edge blur, the
image color difference, the image saturation, the image noise, and the integrated imaging
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effect index. A linear weighted function which utilizes the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP)
method to estimate its weights is considered to implement the SIEA computation. Second, a
SIEA software is developed. This software can play images one by one after the settings of the
assessment index, the assessment reaction time, and the maximum assessment degree, etc.
Third, two typical applications for the intelligent imaging terminal design are considered to
illustrate the usage of proposed system and method. They include the image enhancement
system design of the surveillance camera terminal [26] and the environment perception
method design of the intelligent lighting terminal [27]. A Prior Sequential Stimulus (PSS)
experiment for the intelligent imaging terminal design is also proposed.
The main contributions of this paper include: first, a kind of human visual perception-based
SIEA system is proposed. Lots of human visual perception-based subjective assessment
indices are utilized here. They are easy to be understood by user and convenient for use in the
engineering site. And a kind of AHP-based SIEA computation method is also proposed.
Second, an experimental technique which is named as the PSS method is proposed to improve
the assessment stability for the intelligent imaging terminal design. And two kinds of typical
applications of SIEA are also illustrated. They are instructive to the future design of intelligent
imaging terminal [28].
In the following sections, first the implementation method of SIEA method will be
introduced. Second, the problem formulations of typical applications for intelligent imaging
terminal design will be presented. Finally, some experiment results and discussions will be
given.

2. Proposed SIEA Method for Intelligent Imaging Terminal Design
2.1 Assessment Indices
Regarding the subjective image quality assessment, the ITU has proposed some standard and
universal evaluation indices and methods [5-7]; however, we don’t think the proposed
methods are easy for use when it comes to the intelligent imaging terminal design in the
engineering site for two reasons. First, most of proposed indices are not easy to be understood
by the non-professional user well. Second, the proposed indices are not complete or systematic
for the intelligent imaging terminal design because the standard makers of ITU have to
consider the universality when making them. To conquer these problems above, eight indices
are proposed to implement the SIEA mission in this paper. The explanations of SIEA indices
are shown in Table 1. In Table 1, the better the assessment effect is, the larger the index score
should be. For example, regarding the image brightness, if the practical application brightness
is too high or low, i.e. the evaluation effect is negative, the score will be low; while regarding
the image noise, the score will be high if the noise is low. Finally, for the sake of simpleness,
an evaluation index ED which is defined in (1) and (2) is calculated. The definiton of
parameter ED is to make the following deduction easier; after all the decision by using only
one index is simpler than using eight indices.

ED = i =1 wi  M m
8



8
i =1

wi = 1

(1)
(2)

where wi is the weight; Mm is the corresponding assessment result of SIEA index, m{IB, IBU,
CIC, IEB, ICD, IS, IN, IIE} (see Table 1). The Mm should be a statistical assessment results of
multiple subjects.
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No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Table 1. The definitions and the explanations of SIEA indices
SIEA index
Description
Image brightness (MIB)
The average luminance of image region
Image brightness uniformity
The uniform distribution degree of image
(MIBU)
luminance
Color image contrast (MCIC)
The average intensity discrepancy degree of
image region
Image edge blur (MIEB)
The sharpness or the spread degree of image
edge
Image color difference (MICD)
The color distortion between the true color
and the degraded color
Image saturation (MIS)
The fresh degree of image color
Image noise (MIN)
The contamination degree of image noise
Integrated imaging effect
The integrated imaging effect evaluation
index (MIIE)
including color, details, and distortion, etc.

Index type
Brightness
type (B)
Contrast
type (C1)
Color type
(C2)
Integrated
type (I)

The AHP method is utilized to estimate the weights of equation (1) and (2). The AHP can
rank the multiple factors of complex system by calculating its single-level sequencing and
general-level sequencing. Its processing steps inclulde: problem definition, hierarchy
establishment, judgment matrix building, single-level ranking and its uniformity inspection,
and general-level ranking and its uniformity inspection. When using the AHP to compute the
weights for equation (1), three hierarchies are built. Fig. 1 shows the basic structure of the
proposed AHP model. The definitions of symbols appeared in Fig. 1 can be found in Table 1.
From Fig. 1 it can be seen that the goal hierarchy of APH is to implement the imaging effect
assessment; the criteria hierarchy has four elements: the brightness-related assessment
element, the contrast-related assessment element, the color-related assessment element, and
the integrated assessment element; and the SIEA indices are allocated into the third hierarchy.
The scale definition method of “1~9” [29] is employed to assess the importance of judgmental
matrix elements. Table 2 shows its definition method. And the evaluations of the judgmental
matrix weights are accomplished by the opinions of experts and system users.

Fig. 1. The structure of AHP model for SIEA of intelligent imaging terminal design
Table 2. The “1~9” scale definition of the classical APH model
Intensity of Importance
Definition
1
Equally Important
3
Weakly Important
5
Essentially Important
7
Very Strongly Important
9
Absolutely Important
2, 4, 6, 8
Importance between the above odd numbers
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2.2 Assessment Procedure
Like the subjective image quality assessment, the SIEA for intelligent imaging terminal design
will use the traditional ergonomics method [30] to implement the assessment experiment. To
improve the experimental stability, a PSS experiment is used here. Regarding the PSS
experiment, like a preliminary experiment, it will use the viewing data to help subject learn the
approximate change trend of image dataset before the formal assessment experiment is carried
out; however it is also different from the preliminary experiment which is designed only to
help the subject know the experiment procedure. Here the letter “P” (i.e., “Prior”) means the
viewing-data-related experiment will be implemented before the formal experiment; the first
letter “S” (i.e., “Sequential”) means the image data of viewing dataset is captured sequential
when the imaging terminal works; and the second letter “S” (i.e., “Stimulus”) means the visual
stimulation. The viewing dataset is a kind of image data which cover the typical change trend
of the entire image dataset approximately. In this paper the viewing data can be captured
throughout the working period of the intelligent imaging terminal with a uniformly-spaced
sample. For example, regarding the video surveillance application, the viewing data can be
sampled symmetrically from the entire working period of the surveillance camera.

Fig. 2. The implementation flow chart of the proposed SIEA method

Fig. 2 shows the proposed implementation flow chart of SIEA. First, the experimental data
of typical intelligent imaging terminal application will be collected. The experimental data
should be typical enough to represent the approximate change trend of the imaging terminal.
When selecting the “typical” data, the opinions of expert or user can be considered. They
should tell the system designer what kind of image data are important and can represent the
main imaging effect for the specific application. Second, the proper subjects will be selected.
In general, the subjects are the system users themselves. Third, the preliminary experiment
will be implemented to teach subject the experiment procedures, details, and some attentions.
After this, the subjects should be familiar with the entire details of the formal experiment.
Fourth, the formal experiment will be carried out. The experimenter will set the experiment
parameters, start the experiment, and control the experiment process in this stage. During this
procedure, the subject will take part in both the PSS experiment and the other formal
experiment. The PSS experiment is utilized here to improve the stability of subjective
assessment experiment; and the other formal experiment is employed to collect the
corresponding data. Finally, the experiment results will be recorded and analyzed.
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2.3 Assessment Software
A kind of SIEA software is developed in this paper. Fig. 3 shows its software interface. From
Fig. 3 it can be seen this software includes 6 typical functions. First, it can select image data by
using the dataset selection button from a special storage path. Second it can set the reaction
time of subject. There is not limitation of the maximum reaction time in this software. Third, it
can select the SIEA indices. Eight indices can be chosen from this software one by one (see
Table 1). And in each experiment only one evaluation index will be used. Fourth, it can play
image data in the image display region. The background color of that region is black. Fifth, the
subject can score the displayed image by using a mouse device. Currently, the largest score
degree is 10. Sixth, this software also supports “Start”, “Stop”, and “Exit” functions. When
this program starts to work, it can record the experiment details, including the experiment type,
the experiment times, and the experiment score results in an excel file; then the corresponding
statistics results can be analyzed. If the user misses to give score to some image data, this
software will play these missed images again at the end of each experiment otherwise the
experiment procedure will not be terminated.

Fig. 3. The interface illustration of the SIEA software

3. Formulations of Typical Applications
3.1 Assessment Requirement Analysis of Intelligent Imaging Terminal Design
With the development of artificial intelligence technique, the output of intelligent imaging
terminal should be friendly to customer. They should be adaptive to the environment changes
or the user’s habits. In general, the research target of intelligent imaging terminal design is to
find some solutions to make its output to be clear and vivid; or if the imaging output effect
cannot be improved, the image with high visual effect should be discerned and recommended
to user. When considering the SIEA for the intelligent imaging terminal design, the data size,
the experiment times, the experiment period, and the experiment procedure, etc., should be
arranged carefully. That means the assessment complexity should be designed sophisticated.
After all most of users do not have the patiences to wait for you to accomplish all the tedious
assessment experiment. This phenomenon can always be found for some system designs and
applications in the engineering site. In this paper, to illustrate the usage of proposed SIEA
system and method, two applications are considered: the image enhancement method design
for the surveillance camera system and the imaging environment perception method design for
the intelligent lighting system.
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3.2 Image Enhancement Method Design for the Surveillance Camera System
The aim of image enhancement [31] is to improve the interested or useful information in a
degraded image. It at least has two advantages for the practical application: on one hand it can
improve the visual display effect for human directly, i.e., people can get a clear image for
watch; and on the other hand it can improve the computation effect for the following
processing algorithm [32] as well, i.e., the computation robustness of corresponding algorithm
can be improved by using this method. The outdoor surveillance camera always suffers from
the complex atmosphere, such as the mist, the fog, the haze, or the blaze, etc. Currently, with
the development of hardware technique, many surveillance cameras can encapsulate the image
enhancement algorithm in its hardware or software system. However, the question is: what is a
clear image, or how to define a clear image for these algorithms? Since human is the final user
of the surveillance camera; and he or she also is the designer of the image processing
algorithm; it is reasonable to use the SIEA to find the clear images for the image enhancement
system design.
Fig. 4 shows the schematic diagram and the image samples of the image enhancement
system of a kind of surveillance camera. This system can capture visible light image and make
an adaptive image enhancement processing by using its background processing machine. In
Fig. 4, (a) is the schematic diagram of the surveillance application. Here the “long distance”
means the observation distance between the camera and the target (for example it is a forest
land in Fig. 4) would be larger than 1000 meters; thus in that state the atmosphere such as the
mist or the fog will affect the camera output effect distinctly. Images (b) and (c) are the data
samples captured in a summer day of north China by this system; obviously image (b) has a
relative clear output while image (c) is affected by the fog seriously. Thus one of most
important design targets of this intelligent surveillance terminal is how to develop an adaptive
image enhancement method which can resist the influence of complex atmosphere and how to
give out a comparable smooth imaging output. Obviously, to solve these problems above, the
SIEA method should be used to provide an evaluation benchmark for the image enhancement
algorithm design: lots of actual surveillance image datasets are collected and the ergonomics
experiements will be used for the imaging quality evaluation.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 4. The schematic diagram and the image samples of the image enhancement method design for
intelligent surveillance camera
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3.3 Imaging Environment Perception Method Design for the Intelligent Lighting
System
The intelligent lighting technique is to use the Light Emitting Diode (LED) lamp, the internet
of things sensors, the wired or the wireless technique, and the intelligent data processing
method etc. [33] to realize the adaptive control of lighting device so that the energy can be
saved or the lighting effect can be tuned. The traditional intelligent lighting uses the
photosensitive resistance or the infrared sensor to percept the environment change and control
the output effect of LED lamp. Recently, the imaging sensor is proposed to implement the
environment perception computation [27] and an elaborated lighting control can be realized.
Comparing with the traditional environment luminance measurement techniques, the imaging
sensor-based method can get a more precise analysis of the environment lighting; and it can
approach a kind of excellent lighting effect. However, the question is what the excellent
lighting effect is? Since human is the final user of the lighting system, to answer that question
the SIEA can be used here again to solve this problem.
A kind of imaging environment perception-based intelligent lighting system is developed.
It can be used for the lighting effect tuning in a complex light environment. For example, if the
user employs a wearable visible light camera to capture the front image; then the intelligent
lighiting system can employ the analysis results of front images to control the output effect of
LED lamp according to the environment light changes. Then the definition of captured image
can be preferable [34]. Fig. 5 shows the schematic diagram of proposed application and the
image samples captured under different lighting effects. In Fig. 5 (a), a vertical view is shown
here and the red points mark out the typical observation positions of camera; and 1=230,
AB25cm, AC30cm. In Fig. 5 (b) and (c), the captured image samples are given. From (b)
and (c) it can be seen that the imaging differences of these data are comparable small; thus the
final design target of intelligent lighting system is to evaluate the lighting effect and
recommend the best lighting control method to system user. Obviously, the SIEA method can
be utilized here again.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 5. The schematic diagram and the image samples of the intelligent lighting system design
application
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4. Experiments & Discussions
A series of experiments are designed and implemented to illustrate the applications of
proposed SIEA method about the image enhancement method design and the imaging
environment perception method design. The proposed SIEA software is developed by C and
Matlab on our PC (4.0 GB RAM, 1.70GHz Intel (R) Core(TM) i3-4005U CPU).
4.1 The Experiment Organization Method
The aim of the SIEA for intelligent imaging terminal design is to classify the original image
dataset into different categories with respect to their subjective imaging effect degrees. Here
an image with high imaging quality means it has an abundant detail, a distinct edge, a fresh
colour, a proper contrast, and a low imaging noise, etc. To control the experiment complexity,
sixteen subjects participate in the corresponding experiments, eight males and eight females.
The research aim is to test the feasibility of proposed system and method. And if the stabilities
of proposed system and method are high, fewer subjects can be asked to participate in this
experiment in the engineering site in future. The ages of selected subjects are from 22 to 36,
and their uncorrected eyesight are better than 0.8. None of them have any ophthalmopathies or
other serious diseases. The subjects are the non-professional people of the subjective image
quality evaluation, but they have the basic experiences and knowledge of the image
surveillance and the intelligent lighting applications.
The basic experiment procedures include 4 steps. First, the experiment preparation should
be done. The experimenter needs to collect and organize the corresponding experiment data
and apply for the experiment authorization to the ethics committee of the General Hospital of
Chinese People’s Armed Police Forces. Second, the experimenter explains the experiment
procedures to subjects; then an experiential experiment will be carried out for 2 times. Third,
the formal experiment will be implemented. The experimenter needs to select the experiment
data, set the SIEA index, the reaction time, and the maximum evaluation degree, and play
image for subjects. The subjects will score the images according to the application
requirements and their personal experiences. As we have stated above, the formal experiment
include both the PSS expeirment and the formal assessment experiment. Fourth, the
experiment results will be recorded in the system and the final SIEA score will be computed by
the method presented in section 2.1.
4.2 The Results of Image Enhancement-related Experiments
Regarding the image enhancement-related experiment, the images with different definitions
will be selected from the surveillance image dataset by subjects. When preparing these image
data, first the images captured in the typical weathers are accumulated. In this paper the typical
weathers only point to the sunny day and the cloudy day. They are recorded in summer at a
forest land of north China. The visible light camera saves one image per ten minutes and its
working time is from 6:30 to 18:30; thus the total size of the image dataset is 6122=144.
When organizing the experiment data, the corresponding data are classified into two types: the
viewing data and the experimental data. The viewing data are those images which are captured
one image per hour; obviously they can represent the sketchy change trend of the surveillance
image dataset. For example, they are captured at 6:30, 7:30, …, 18:30. The viewing data will
be displayed to subject sequentially according to their capture time. Their photography
conditions will also be announced to subjects. Since two typical weathers are considered, they
will include 212=24 images. Differently, the image quantity of the formal experiment is 144.
Four sub-datasets will be built and each of them will have 36 images.
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Fig. 6. The process sketch map of the image enhancement-related experiment

Fig. 6 shows the experiment process sketch map. In Fig. 6, a complete experiment includes
4 sub-experiments and each of them will use different experimental data. Each sub-experiment
will last 504 seconds; and then a 180s-break will be implemented. Obviously, the total
experiment time is 5044+1803=2556 seconds. In each sub-experiment three steps are
utilized. The first step only plays the viewing data for subject; that is the proposed PSS
experiment in this paper. The subjects just watch and need to do nothing. They will learn the
sketchy change trend of image dataset during this experiment. Each image will appear for 4
seconds on the screen thus this process will last 424=96 seconds. In other two steps, the
subject has to score the same experimental dataset for 2 times. In each step the play order of
the experimental images is random. In this experiment, each experimental dataset has 36
images and the reaction time is 4 seconds; thus each stage will last 364=144 seconds. The
total experiment time of each sub-experiment is 96+602+1442=504 seconds. In this
experiment the maximum SIEA score degree is 10.
Some experiment results are shown in Fig. 7. In Fig. 7, images (a) and (b) are the
evaluation means of each SIEA index for Fig. 4 (b) and (c), respectively. According to the
designed experiment flow, regarding each image 16 subjects will assess each SIEA index for 2
times; thus the mean of each SIEA is the average value of 162=32 sample data. Fig. 7 (c)
shows the computation results of ED of the total 72 images which were captured in a sunny
day. When computing the ED, Table 3 and Table 4 show the judgmental matrix results of the
criteria hierarchy and the alternative hierarchy of AHP; and Table 5 gives out the weights
computational results of ED which are deduced by the AHP method. In Table 3 and Table 4,
the judgmental matrices come from the opinion of survilliance system experts and users. From
Table 5 it can be seen that after using the AHP the importance rank of the SIEA indices is: the
integrated imaging effect index, the colour image contrast, the image noise, the image colour
difference, the image brightness uniformity, the image edge blur, the image saturation, and the
image brightness.

(a)

(b)
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(c)
Fig. 7. The experiment result samples of the intelligent image enhancement system design
Table 3. The judgmental matrix results of the AHP criteria hierarchy of the image
enhancement-related experiment
B
C1
C2
I
B
1.0
0.2
0.5
0.1111
C1
5.0
1.0
4.0
0.1667
C2
2.0
0.25
1.0
0.1667
I
9.0
6.0
6.0
1.0

MIB
MIBU

Table 4. The judgmental matrix results of the AHP alternative hierarchy of the image
enhancement-related experiment
MIB
MIBU
MCIC MIEB
MIS
MICD
MIIE
MIN
1.0
0.3333 MCIC
1.0
5.0
MIS
1.0
0.25
MIIE
1.0
7.0
3.0
1.0
MIEB
0.2
1.0
MICD
4.0
1.0
MIN 0.1429 1.0

Table 5. The AHP weights of SIEA indices of the image enhancement-related experiment
Name
W-MIB
W-MIBU W-MCIC W-MIEB W-MICD
W-MIS
W-MIN
W-MIIE
Value
0.0126
0.0377
0.1744
0.0349
0.0666
0.0166
0.0821
0.5750

After the calculation of ED, it can be used as a region classification criterion for the image
dataset partition of the intelligent image enhancement system design. In this paper the ED
region distributions can be estimated by the C-means cluster technique [35]. First, all the
computed ED results will be mapped into the region between 0.0 and 10.0. Second, five cluster
centers are computed by the C-means method. Here the number of cluster center is proposed
by the experts and the system users. In their opinions the images captured by the surveillance
camera have strong differences thus the subject can identify five different imaging degrees
easily. Third, the middle points of any two adjacent cluster centers will be calculated.
Obviously we can get four middle points. Finally the computed middle points will be regarded
as the segmentation thresholds of ED. Table 6 shows a kind of ED region classification results
in this paper. It also can be regarded as a classification model for SIEA; equation (3) shows its
mathematical form. In Table 6, the classification category is 5; and the corresponding ED
region distributions and their subjective descriptions are also given. Comparing with the
multiple SIEA indices, the ED can reflect the subjective imaging effect completely; and what
is more important is it is easy for use because the classification using only one index is easier
than the classicization using eight indices together. Finally, the classification results of ED
region are the image datasets with different SIEA degrees. They can provide a benchmark for
the following computation or system design.
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Table 6. A kind of ED region distribution of the image enhancement-related experiment
ED distribution region
Subjective description
[8.1324, 10.0]
The image quality is good
[6.4349, 8.1324)
The image quality is preferable
[3.9816, 6.4349)
The image quality is fair
[2.5776, 3.9816)
The image quality is poor
[0.0, 2.5776)
The image quality is bad

5 8.1324  ED  10.0
4 6.4349  ED  8.1324

DSIEA1 = 3 3.9816  ED  6.4349
2 2.5776  ED  3.9816

0.0  ED  2.5776
1

(3)

where DSIEA1 means the degree of SIEA for the image enhancement system design; the larger
the DSIEA1 is, the better the SIEA would be.
To verify the validity and the robustness of proposed method, a test experiment is designed.
Since the typical images have been classified into 5 categories (see Table 6), first we pick 20
images from 5 datasets above randomly. Obviously, the SIEA results and the ED region
distributions of each image data are known. Second we ask the subjects to implement the SIEA
experiment again. Third, we can compare the results between the original evaluation result and
this test assessment result. The PSS experiment is always necessary in this test experiment. Fig.
8 shows the corresponding comparison results. In Fig. 8, the black lines mark four distribution
segmentation thresholds of the parameter ED which are presented in Table 6. From Fig. 8 it
can be seen except for column 14 and column 15, other columns can locate in the same
distribution region. Those results show the stability of proposed method to some extent. After
this experiment above is repeated for many times, the correctness ratio of ED location can be
found to be larger than 90%, which also indicates the effectiveness of proposed method.

Fig. 8. The test experiment results of the intelligent image enhancement system design

4.3 The Results of Imaging Environment Perception-related Experiment
In this experiment the images with different lighting effects are assessed and classified. When
preparing experiment data, the visible light images captured under different lighting
conditions are recorded. The camera will be put in the typical positions (see Fig. 5 (a)) and the
LED luminance will be tuned from weak to strong linearly. Twenty images are sampled in
each position. For example, if the total LED control time in one observation position is 60
seconds, then we can get the dataset by sampling one image per 3 seconds. Finally, we can get
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206=120 images. When organizing data, according to the PSS experiment method, they also
are classified into the viewing data and the formal experimental data. The viewing data are the
recorded 5 images in each position. For instance, in the example above we can sample one
image per 12 seconds to get them. The size of viewing data is 65=30. Finally, the formal
experimental data include 120 images captured in 6 typical observation positions. It is split
into 4 datasets and each one has 30 images.
Fig. 9 shows the experiment process sketch map. Like the experiment flow of the image
enhancement system design, this experiment also has 4 sub-experiments while each
sub-experiment has 4 implementation steps. This is because the lighting image is harder for
assessment than the surveillance image; that also means the detailed differences among
lighting images are small. The sub-experiment includes one step of the PSS experiment and
three steps of the formal experiment. The PSS experiment only plays images for subjects while
other formal experimental steps will ask subjects to assess the imaging effect of the same
dataset for three times. The photography condistions of PSS experiment will be told to
subjects, while the image play orders of the formal experiment are random. From Fig. 9 it can
be seen that both the PSS experiment step and the formal experiment step will play 30 images,
each image will appear in screen for 5 seconds. Thus the sub-experiment will last
1504+603=780 seconds. The complete experiment time is about 7804+1803=3660
seconds. The maximum SIEA score degree is 10.

Fig. 9. The experiment process sketch map of the intelligent lighting system design

Some experiment results are shown in Fig. 10. In Fig. 10, (a) and (b) are the evaluation
means of each SIEA index for Fig. 5 (b) and (c). Fig. 10 (c) shows the ED computation results
of 60 images. Table 7 and Table 8 show the judgmental matrix results of the criteria hierarchy
and the alternative hierarchy of AHP; and Table 9 gives out the AHP weights computational
results of ED. Similarly, the judgmental matrices in this experiment come from the opinions of
epxerts and system users. From Table 9, regarding this application, the importance rank of
SIEA indices is: the integrated evaluation index, the colour image contrast, the image colour
difference, the image brightness uniformity, the image edge blur, the image noise, the image
saturation, and the image brightness. Table 10 shows a kind of region classification method of
the ED distribution. This region distribution also comes from the computation results of
C-means method. The corresponding computational method can be found in section 4.2. It
also can be looked on as a classification model for SIEA of intelligent lighting system; and
equation (4) gives out its computational form. Because the experts and the system users think
it is hard to distinguish the differences among the lighting images, thus the region degree of
ED is only three. Finally the classicization results of ED region are some image datasets with
different SIEA degrees. They can provide a benchmark for the following intelligent lighting
system design.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Fig. 10. The experiment result samples of the intelligent lighting system design application
Table 7. The judgmental matrix results of the AHP criteria hierarchy of the imaging environment
perception-related experiment
B
C1
C2
I
B
1.0
0.25
0.5
0.333
C1
4.0
1.0
3.0
0.333
C2
2.0
0.333
1.0
0.25
I
3.0
3.0
4.0
1.0
Table 8. The judgmental matrix results of the AHP alternative hierarchy of the imaging environment
perception-related experiment
MIB
MIBU
MCIC
MIEB
MIS
MICD
MIIE
MIN
MIB
1.0
0.2
MCIC
1.0
3.0
MIS
1.0
0.1429 MIIE
1.0
9.0
MIBU
5.0
1.0
MIEB 0.3333
1.0
MICD
7.0
1.0
MIN 0.1111 1.0
Table 9. The AHP weights of SIEA indices of the imaging environment perception-related
experiment
Name
W-MIB
W-MIBU W-MCIC W-MIEB W-MICD
W-MIS
W-MIN
W-MIIE
Value
0.0152
0.0760
0.2141
0.0714
0.1128
0.0161
0.0494
0.4450
Table 10. A kind of ED region distribution of the imaging environment perception-related
experiment
No.
ED distribution region
Subjective description
1
[8.4934, 10.0]
The lighting effect is good.
2
[3.1231, 8.4934)
The lighting effect is fair.
3
[0.0, 3.1231)
The lighting effect is bad.
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(4)

where DSIEA2 is the degree of SIEA for intelligent lighting system design; the larger the DSIEA2
is, the better the SIEA would be.
To verify the effectiveness of proposed method, a test experiment is also carried out. From
Table 10, the lighting effects are classified into 3 degrees; thus we select 20 images from these
datasets above randomly and let the subjects to carry out the SIEA experiment again. After that
we will investigate the assessment results and make a comparison between the original
evaluation result and this test assessment result. Obviously, it can be seen that the original
SIEA results and the ED results of these selected data are known in advance. When carrying
out this experiment, both the viewing data (i.e., the PSS experiment) and the new selected data
are used. The experiment flow is same to the sub-experiment presented in Fig. 9. Fig. 11
shows the corresponding comparison results. The black lines mark the segmentation
thresholds of parameter ED in Table 10. From Fig. 11 it can be seen except for column 2 and
column 17, other columns can get the computation results into the same distribution regions.
Those results can indicate the effectiveness of proposed method to some extent. After this
experiment above is repeated for many times, the correctness ratio of ED location can be found
to be larger than 85%.

Fig. 11. The test experiment result samples of the intelligent lighting system design

4.4 Discussions
The study of subjective imaging effect assessment for intelligent imaging terminal design
belongs to a classical ergonomics research problem [36, 37]. Since human is the final receiver
of media data or the designer of information processing algorithm, it is reasonable to let him or
her to carry out the effect assessment of media data [38, 39]. Recent years, the SIEA technique
has been widely used in the information system design and application; however the main
problem of it is its divergent and unstable assessment results especially with the limited
subjects and experimental times. In many situations, the amount of subject cannot be large
because of the time or the finical limitation. To conquer that problem to some extent, on one
hand the experiment data size of each subject should be enlarged; and on the other hand, the
experiment procedure should be designed carefully. Regarding the former solution, the
experiment cost still will be high which can not be acceptable in many situations; and as for the
latter solution, the physiological and psychological states of subject also should be checked
carefully because the long-time complex experiment procedure will always decrease the
patience of subject.
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Traditionally, when evaluating the use capability and effect of visual display terminal, the
experimenters always design a special operation task, such as the literature read [40], the game
play [41], or other human-computer interaction tasks [42], etc. Then the task-related indices
are designed to assess the experiment effect. For example, in [43] the authors utilized a reading
task to evaluate the comprehension and the workload differences for the video display
terminals-based and the paper-based readings. The drawbacks of these methods are obvious:
the given task always cannot reflect the varied practical application well; and the assessment
indices cannot represent the actual situation completely. In this paper, eight SIEA indices are
utilized to assess the imaging effect of the intelligent imaging terminal. The design motivation
of them comes from the integrated considerations of the human visual function and the
subjective image quality evaluation [44]. From Table 1, it can be seen that the definitions of
these evaluation indices can reflect the cognition ability of people comprehensively; and they
are not abstract or difficult for use in the practical experiment. Moreover, the ITU proposed
methods are not considered here just because their targeted assessment effects for the
intelligent imaging terminal design are not strong.
The display effect evaluation technique has been developed for many years however the
corresponding research methods do not change a lot. This evaluation technique always sets a
human-involved experiment firstly and lets subject to take part into it; and then makes some
assessment indices or standards to evaluate the application effect. For example, in [45] the
authors utilized a software to study the legibility of Arabic digital typeface. The pixel shape
and colour, the matrix pixel density factors were considered. In [46] the authors researched the
visual fatigue for the simulated flexible electronic paper. The different surface treatments and
illumination conditions were considered. In recent years, some state-of-the-art methods utilize
the eye movement data or the electroencephalogram data [47] to assess the working state of
subject. Obviously, these methods add the complexity and the cost for the practical application
comparing with our method. Table 11 makes comparisons among the traditional method, the
state-of-the-art method, and our method for the SIEA application. The corresponding factors,
such as the experimental equipment, the subject, the time cost, and the accuracy are compared
here. From Table 11 it can be seen that our proposed method has some advantages for the
practical application in engineering site.
Table 11. The comparisons among the traditional method, the state-of-the-art method, and our
method for the SIEA application
Factors
The traditional method
The state-of-the-art method
Our method
Eye tracking system,
Display terminal,
Display terminal,
electroencephalogram record
Equipment
experiment software,
experiment software, etc.
system, display terminal,
etc.
experiment software, etc.
Subject
Large
Middle
Middle
number
Time cost
Large
Middle
Middle
Accuracy
Middle
High
Middle

In order to improve the experiment stability, the design and the application of the PSS
experiment are necessary. After some initial experiment tests, we can find that the SIEA
experiment results will be diverging and meaningless if the usage of PSS experiment is
omitted. This situation will be serious especially when the number of subject is small. Table
12 shows a comparison result of the evaluation method using the PSS experiment and the
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method without it. Regarding the experiment in Table 12, 6 subjects are selected to take part
in both the image enhancement system design experiment and the intelligent lighting system
design experiment. Here the accuracy means the ratio between the correct classification times
of the subjective evaluation degree (see Figs. 8 and 11) and the total experiment times. From
Table 12 it can be seen that our proposed method has a better processing effect. Like the
Double-Stimulus Impairment Scale (DSIS) method [48], the PSS experiment also provides a
kind of stimulus to subjects and it can provide them the sketchy cognition of the experiment
data. Thus the proposed SIEA method in this paper can be utilized with limited subject. This
result also indicates this method can be employed in the engineering site. In addition, to
increase the evaluation reliability, sometimes the PSS experiment can be used for many times
at the beginning of each evaluation experiment. And in that case their play order should be
random; and it is not necessary to tell the subject the same viewing data are used. Then the
subjects have to work hard to learn something from the PSS experiment each time.
Table 12. The comparisons between the method using PSS experiment and the method without it
The method without PSS experiment
The method using PSS experiment
The image
The image
The intelligent
The intelligent
Index
enhancement
enhancement
lighting system
lighting system
system design
system design
design experiment
design experiment
experiment
experiment
Accuracy
84.5%
73.4%
95.5%
86.5%

Regarding the data captured by the image enhancement system, the SIEA of them is
comparable easier because these images are affected by the atmosphere apparently; differently,
as for the image data captured by the intelligent lighting system, their image differences are
not as apparent as those data collected from the former experiment; thus the evaluation
reaction time should be longer and the experiment repeat times should be larger. Fig. 12 shows
some challenging experiment data for SIEA. In Fig. 12, (a), (b), and (c) are the data of image
enhancement system design; while (d), (e), and (f) are the data of intelligent lighting system
design. Comparatively speaking. from Fig. 12, the changes of (a), (b), and (c) can be
distinguished. Differently, images (d), (e), and (f) are captured under different lighting effects:
the intensity of lighting output becomes stronger and stronger from left to right; however,
because of the low imaging contrast, and the display also radiates light itself; the visual
differences among these images are difficult to discern by subjects. The further experiment
results show: if we ask the subjects to evaluate the subjective imaging effect of the latter image
dataset without the PSS experiment, it can be found the corresponding evaluation results will
be very disappointed. And from Fig. 8 and Fig. 11, it also can be found that the evaluation
results of the intelligent lighting system design experiment are not as stable as those of the
image enhancement system design experiment. Thus more experiment times and data [49]
may be used in that experiment in future.

(a)

(b)

(c)
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(d)

(e)
(f)
Fig. 12. The challenging samples of experiment data for SIEA

The experimental differences between two typical applications are also compared here.
Table 13 shows the corresponding results of the image enhancement-related experiment and
the imaging environment perception-related experiment. From Table 13 it can be seen that the
sub-experiment repeat times, the reaction time setting, and the weights of SIEA indices of
these experiments are all different. Obviously, the latter experiment will consume more
experiment time and computation resources even it only has less experiment data. These
phenomena come from the imaging effect difference of the original data of two experiments.
Regarding the intelligent lighting system design application, the outputs of display are only the
documents currently; as a result its visual effects which are relative to color and detail are not
prominent. This factor influences the SIEA results seriously. Our experiment results also
indicate if the display outputs are full of color and detail [50], the evaluation result of subjects
would be more stable.
Table 13. The experiment method comparisons between the image enhancement system design
application and the intelligent lighting system design application
Image enhancement system design / Intelligent lighting system design
Experiment
Viewing data size
Experiment data
Total data size
Sub-experiment
organization
size
repeat times
method
24 / 30
36 / 30
144 / 120
2/3
Reaction time
4/5
setting
Weights of
W-MIB
W-MIBU W-MCIC W-MIEB W-MICD
W-MIS
W-MIN
W-MIIE
SIEA indices 0.0126 / 0.0377 / 0.1744 / 0.0349 / 0.0666 / 0.0166 / 0.0821 / 0.5750 /
0.0152
0.0760
0.2141
0.0714
0.1128
0.0161
0.0494
0.4450

5. Conclusion
A kind of human visual perception-based SIEA method for the intelligent imaging terminal
design is proposed. Eight SIEA indices are used to assess the imaging effect; they include: the
image brightness, the image brightness uniformity, the colour image contrast, the image edge
blur, the image colour difference, the image noise, the image saturation, and the integrated
evaluation index. A linear weighted function is employed to implement the SIEA computation
and the APH method is utilized to estimate its weights. A kind of SIEA software is developed.
And the PSS experiment method is proposed to improve the stability of SIEA experiment.
Two typical applications are implemented by using proposed method and software. They are
the image enhancement method design for surveillance camera system and the imaging
environment perception method design for intelligent lighting system. Many experiment
details are provided; the similarities and the differences of these typical applications are
compared.
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